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e VISIt stIrs controve
I side Wheelwrig
by SARAH LOUDIN
Assis ant Editor

Protesters of David Duke gather in the peace vigil on the steps of the Student
Center. (photo by Tim Dillinger)

Coastal students top in
AT&T Challenge

Wheelwright Auditorium wa filJed to
capacity by 4 p.m. Friday afternoon. At 4:05
p.m., the doors were cIo ed and people were
turned a aye In ide, an impati nt ero d
waited tensely to see the admitted ex-Ku
Klux Klan Grand Dragon who now says that
he realize he was too intolerant.
At 4;15 p.m., Du e was till not apparent. However, a man in a brown oit
made an entrance to place a sign readin
"DUKE" on the podium. When the crowd
met him with scauered boos, he gave the
thumbs up sign.
ext to appear was William Carter, the

Peace

Coastal seniors Mickey Lincoln, finance major, and Kevin Delaney, marketing major, are currently placed frrst and
second respectively in the AT&T Collegiate Invesunent Challenge. The challenge,
which began Nov. 1, will be over at the close
of the stock market on Feb. 28. Coastal is
listed as the top college right now, with an
account portfolio average of$923,464. The
fact that the average of the 53 Coastal students and four Coastal professors participating has raised our portfolio value so
signiflC8lltly is overwhelming.
Each participant in the challenge is given
an imaginary account of $500.000. From
that point. they buy. sell. and short sell
stocks to raise their account value. The
person with the highest amount at the end of
the game wins $25.000 and other prizes.
Lincoln, a finance major. is in first

place now. with 1,731,223 in his portfolio
leading his nearest competitor by over a
quarter of a million dollars. Delaney, a
marketing major, holds second place and is
fully invested.
Dr. Kendree of the Business Department said anything can happen at this point
Kendree and Coastal's Dr. Boyle, are in the
top 20 in the educator's division.
Lincoln said that he was never really
interested in the stock market game. He and
Delaney say they were both very influenced
by their roommate, Jay Beck, who finished
in eighth place last year. Beck now worts
with Merrill Lynch. a national brokerage
fum. Now Lincoln and Delaney read and
understand stock reportS. and are constantly
calling to check on their stocks. Both said if
they won they would take a pcxtion of the
money and invest it When asked what
fmancial advice they had for others. both
replied. "Invest your money with Jay Beck".
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by BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-in-chief

by MICHELLE LAMBERT
Staff Reporter

> Continued 0

Republican presidential candidate
David Duke was met with some opposition
when he came to speak at Coastal on Friday.
Feb. 28.
•
Last Wednesday Coastal's Sociology
Club planned a peace vigil to take place in
front of the Student Center. By Thursday,
other college organizations, such as the
African-American Society, joined in to
support and help plan the peaceful protest of
the ex-Ku-Klux-Klan Grand Dragon from

Louisiana.
&&Asadvisorofthe Sociology Club, I am
fully supportive of the students becoming
involved with our political process." said
Sylvia Kenig. uI think one of the main goals
of any university ought to be to encourage
students to explore their ideas about ho
society might be improved." she said.
&eH no one was to present another side of
the issue. it may look like Coastal w.
supporting Duke." said Sociology Club

member Dominic Derasmo. • e
't
approve of his policies, t' h said.
"By ioging and peacefully protestingthi i our way of expres in our ie ,"
said Thompson.
The peace vigil began with openin
remarks by Gillian FarqUhar, pre ident of
the Sociology Oub.
Coastal Chancellor Ron Eaglin then
briefly addressed the protesters. of ich he
was one. "It may be David 0 e' right to
speak. but it's also our right to sho ho
feel. and do it with dignity." Eaglin said.
Political Science professor Jack Rile
spoke about the origination of the freedom
of speech. -rhe founders (of thi country]
ere dedicated lO the notion that all
Americans are entitled to their own .
but they were not dedicaled 10 the noli
that all ideas are equal" Rile said. B
proIeSting outside. Riley said, '7oda
are b'Uly all Americans, of hich Da .
Duke is not."
Sociology professor Syl iaKenig

> ContnJed on page 7
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"Reason is the mistress and queen of all
things." -Cicero

Editorial
Why? Does it matter?
Republican presidential candidate David Duke took Coastal by
surprise. There is no other way to describe it. Within a matter of days,
one of the biggest things to happen to this college was organized,
planned, and executed. In the history of this college a presidential
candidate has never spoken here. Last Friday was a milestone for
Coastal Carolina College. But why? Was it a good thing?
We can not answer the question of why. That's for the History
Club to figure out. The History Club must mill that one over and come
up with a solution that they can live with. We must be careful in this
world to not only do the right thing, but we must also commit to
motivation for the right reasons.
By speaking of the right reasons, we do not intend to be expelled
upon with a regurgitation of the first amendment. As a plot in the
fourth estate, this newspaper and those who work for it are aware of the
freedom of speech,
et al. The first
amendment, in this
case, can not be the
Sometimes the ends justify the
reason. The freedom
means, but the consequences
of speech simply
guarantees the right
must be considered.
for David Duke to
come here and share
his opinions. Nowhere is it written in the first amendment of the
Constitution that the History Club of Coastal Carolina College is
required to invite David Duke to speak in Wheelwright Auditorium
during his presidential campaign. The first amendment just incidentally legalizes it.
Do the ends justify the means? Those who organized the event
must have realized that it was going to offend many people. Once
again, some might say that if you don't want to hear something, then
just don't listen. But aside from reverting to the letter of the law that
incidentally allows an ex-Ku Klux Klan Grand Dragon to speak
publicly, we should talk about the practicality and the obvious consequences.
First, the minority students, faculty, and staff are necessarily
going to feel betrayed. Like Coastal psychology major, Dominick
Derasmo, illustrated with his analogy, "It's like somebody inviting
someone to my house--[ without telling me] --whom I know hates me."
Second, the people who were responsible for bringing Duke here
are going to become the butts of criticism. No matter what their
reasons were, people will pre-judge them. Thus, they have--by their
own actions--become the products of prejudice--the very thing that
many people protested against at the peace vigil. Why should
everyone suffer from this?
Instead of considering Duke's visit initially as a bad idea, and
instead of assuming that it was the right thing to do, society benefits
from a controversy in some ways. If it was the goal of the History Club
to increase political awareness at this school, then it worked. But once
again, they must decide what their goals were.
The assertion that society needs such a crisis, however, relies on
one major condition--that the moral majority in America will prevail
in times of chaos and turmoil. And in order for the moral majority to
win, this country must produce quality citizens.
When malicious factions begin to fester, it is up to the moral
majority to rise to the occasion and overcome the maladies of society.
We saw that happen Friday on the steps of the Student Center. The
people at the peace vigil--all different races, ethnic groups, nationalities, classes, and age groups--were, in the very sense of the word,
united.
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Pro-choice - - - - - - - - - - Pro-life - - - - - - - - - by MICHAEL WALLICK, staff Columnist

by MICHELLE LAMBERT. sto Wrj e

There are, however~ some more pr:actiThe abortion issue has hit the scene
again, and it seems this time the United cal reasons for choosing choice: rape,ince t,
States Supreme Court may make a decision not taking respon ibility, mothers not wanting respon ibility, undesirable child-rearing
concerning the standing of Roe vs. Wade.
On one side of the debate are "Pro- conditions, back ally trash cans overflowing
Life" supporter, on the other "Pro-Choice." , with the remains of aborted fetu es, recipiPro-lifer contend that aborting pregnancy ents of illegal abortion gelling sic and
is nothing short of murder of the unborn dying of infections from unsterile conditions,
fetus, while pro-choice disciples give a va- etc ...
Child bearing and rearing i a great
rie!y of reasons for being able to choose to
have an abortion. I do not have space responsibility. I it fair to the unborn child
enough to go into great detail about either to lay that re ponsibility on an unwilling
side, but I will attempt to justify the pro- parent? Is it right to make the victim of a
violent crime responsible for the actions of
choice opinion.
God gave womankind, and mankind, a criminal? Is it fair to make those who are
free will in the beginning. I would rather not going to seek abortion anyway suffer the unargue with God. Also, America was built on sanitary medical conditions of back-alley
the concept that every citizen has the right to "chop-shop" .abortion clinics which might
choose how she/he will conduct her/his life endanger them and countless others? Where
as long as said conduct is within the is the love and compassion of God in the
pro-life movement?
framework of the law.

Abortion is murder, plain and imple.
That may be blunt, but some people mu t be
hocked into eeing thi abomination for
what it really i. Som people choo e to
believe that the unborn life in ide a woman
is not a baby. However,afetu ha potential
for life from the fir t
onds of concep i n.
In today' fast-pa ed society, th right
to end a human life by abortion has become
a con enience. The deci ion of hether or
not to overturn R v. ad ha split the
Supreme Court, a weU a the country.
Opponents use the argument aHo ing ·jctims of rape or incest to terminate pregnancie incurred by the crime. Yet, many
people fail to realize that a fetu i a life, a
child with a right to live. And victim who
became pregnant hould not have to be
traumatized again by uffering an abortion.
A law exi ts in some taLes requiring
underage teenagers to gain consent from a

innocentlittl bab ,ima me that
life till in ide the omb. and th
a rtion i not murder.

Letters to the Editor / readers respond
Reincarnation
or resurrection
Dear Editor;
There is no chapter, verse, jot
to title in the Bible "rightly divided" that could remotely support
reincarnation. Mr. Wallick has
chosen to read reincarnation into
the Bible, for example, in John
3:3-5, relating the conversation
between Jesus and Nicodemus.
"Except a man be born again he
cannot see the kingdom of God,"
Jesus told him.
Like
reincarnationists, Nicodemus
thought another natural birth was
theanswer. Oh no, another natural
birth or another recycled sinner
wouldnotdo. "Verily," Jesus said,
"except a man be born of water and
of the Spirit he cannot enter the
kingdom of God."
The water referred to here is
the Word of God, the Bible. It is
not natural water. See Titus 3:4-5
for being saved "by the washing of
regeneration and renewing of the
Holy Ghost." This is not reincarnation. The Spirit referred to in
John 3:5 is not man's soul. It is the
Holy Spirit whichJohn 1: 13 plainly
identifies as God. Each repentant,
born again, believer receives into
his/her literal ,physical body a piece

of God, the Holy Spirit. This piece
of God (down payment) is God's
counter claim against sin and eternal death (Eph. 1: 13). This piece
of omnipotence will burst asunder
the grave at the resurrection into
life immortal, incorruptible (1st
Thes.4:16-17).
Mr. Wallick's approach to
scripture is abusive to say the least.
I will allow him to teach reincarnation, but I will not allow him to
embezzle scripture to do il And
for his reckless trashing of the Bible
I demand an on campus debate:
Reincarnation or Resurrection. Set
the time, date, and place.
Sincerely,
Sam Page

Coach needs
improvement
Dear Editor;
It is safe to say that Monday
night's loss to Winthrop. the Lady
Chants flrst conference game of the
1991-92 season, is "the straw that
broke the camel's back." A few of
us high spirited fans have had
enough of the unnecessary losses
that the Lady Chants have encountered. We feel that the horrendous
coaching decisions made by Coach
Gina Mar land, are the major factors for the Lady Chants unneces-

sary losses. A knowledgeable
fans, we realize that not every coach
make the correct decision all the
time, but it would be comforting
for us to know that Coach Markland
is capable of making at least one
correct decision at crucial points in
the game.
We also feel that Markland's
inability to make effective decision at crucial parts of the game
has eriously hindered the Lady
Chants'chancesofwinning. Coach
calls unexplainable time-out ,
make very que tionable ub titution , and has no grasp of what
kind of full court pressure to u e
and when to use il Unle necesarychangesaremade, we feel that
the ucce oftheLadyChantsi in
jeopardy.
In cIo ing, may we recommend that Coach attend a few of
Bobby Knight' seminar on the
finer point of coaching.
Sincerely,
Jeffery F. John on
James W. Gibson
Dave Wiley

Heaven i gift
Dear Editor;
Deci ion time--which feature
should I reply to? Thallelt r from
Mr. Phillip, Jr. who is tired of
anti-USC comments? Lighten up.
The choice of choices however i .

.. Michael Wallick and his column
on reincarnation.
I respect his opinion, and
Michael's article was informative.
Anther viewpoint Man i never
equal with God. Heaven i nc er
deserved; iti a gift of God' grace,
gained by faith and repentance. not
by works. Christianity doe not
robmeofloday, whilefocu ingon
tomorrow. For Christian there i
no bankruptcy.
You confu being born of
water with being born in water. I
see no reference to God hating
Esau and loving Jacob befj re their
birth (in Gene i 25). Howe er~
since God kno
th futur~ • reincarnati n in your example i unnece sary. A for readin rein
nation into the Bibl ...
The Bibl i likeagiantpuzzi
--only when you ]
at all th
piece doe the big picture tand
oul L
at a fe piec , a di torted vie i po i Ie. Rein arnation i in on i tenl with the
Bible. I cite the
ry of the rich
man and the beggar, Lazaru . Th
rich man died and went to h ll--he
didn't get another chance (Lu e
]6:20-31).
I urge you and others to read
and thin about the impli ti n of
Revelation 22: I -19.
Sincerely,
Jerald . Murray

Be true o
chool

ur
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IIThere is nothing neW except what is
forgotten. II
-Mlle. Rose Bertin

Monk's Comer/ Ahaseurius
"With one breath, with one flow
You will know
Synchronicity

"A sleep trance, a dream dance,
A shared romance,
Synchronicity"
id you know that it's a documented fact (I read it in some
issue of Discover), that the mere
beating of a butterfly's wings over
in Africa influences the weather
patterns of North America - not the least to
mention the rest of the world? Did you
realize the sound waves that reverberate
from your vocal folds never stop, that they
continually expand through space and just
might affect the path of a quark, lepton, or God forbid! - superstring and warp the very
fabric of time/space, utterly annihilating the
laws of physics? Well, maybe that isn't
documented; but it's still a fun thought
What isn't a fun thought is that by waving
my hand in greeting at a friend, I might help
cause a typhoon in India It's all part of a
new mathematics called CHAOS; it's also a
very old part of life that I think we deal with
every day: the absurd, non-sensical, accusal,
totally weird and random non-meaning crap
that dominates our lives.
I'd like to share a few experiences with
you for a minute, if you don't mind. They
night have happened to you at some point,
md in different circumstances. During the
)ast holiday season, J awoke one morning

*** Synchronicity ***
with an intense feeling of - or more like I was I'm a swell guy and he'd never let somebody
merely thinking about - an old friend who I in this late, tell me his name again, and
hadn't seen for about half a year. (Nor had stumble out (while forgetting his keys, which
I thought about her in that time.) I had some I have to him) of my door and my life. I th~n
vague idea that I would see her while I was went back to my work like nothing hapworking, but of course I didn'l However, pened. It only occurred to me later that I
that night after work I.went to a local bar should have worried more about this night!
(and cafe casablanca); and quite to my sur- . Then a few nights later, at about the same
prise and astonishment, there she was! For time, a more dangerous and domestic
some odd reason, she wasn't too shocked to problem occurred in my complex which
have run into me, either - she had a similar kept me awake and suspicious, yet with few
feeling. Mere coincidence? Hmm ... probably clues as to the activities. I shouldn't have
nol Of course now she had gone back to noticed anything wrong, except that I knew
college, and I am still unmarried, single and that something weird was going on. Coincibored. (I wonder if I can put my phone dence again?
number in here.)
The lasteventI'll touch on is composed
The other incident occurred the other of an experiment I just conducted. After
night at around 3:00 a.m. I was busily en- reading Jung' s "On Synchronicity" and while
gaged with re-writing some stuff (I write listening to The Police's S ynchronicity (don't
better at night - it's 4:15 now; then again, laugh yet), and also having just read W.B.
some might say I write about nothing with a Yeats' "The Second coming" and a paper I
point - in which case both statements would had written about the poem, I drew a Tarot
be ... forget it); anyway, a knock came at my card form the 22 major arcana trump cards (a
door. Without a second thought, I went to monkish sort-of-thing-to-do; and besides,
the door, peeped out the peep-hole, couldn't the deck was the same deck used by the
see a thing, and flung the door open. From Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, the
what I could understand of my encounter, a secret society Yeats belonged to). Without
more - than - slightly intoxicated man needed looking at i~ I consulted the "I Ching", a
to call his friend to make sure he was home Chinese orade used for divination by tossing
- or something like that. I let this stranger three coins six times to yield a hexagram.
stumble in, tell me his name and situation, The hexagram usually is composed of
use my phone twice while pacing back and changing ying and yang lines. The hexagram
forth, teU me his name once again, tell me I arrived at is called "Lake over Thunder" or

"The Chase." The basic theme of it is
changing the present situation through decision-making. Indeoo, the first line translated means: "A house damaged. Good
omen. Get out and achieve." Then I looked
at the Tarot card: it was the Tower or
"House" of God. The pointing is of a tower
struck by lightning (note the "Thunder" of
the hexagram) with two figures falling or
flying from the heavenly strike. The basic
sense of the card is ambition, fighting, war,
and courage; a rebuilding of foundations
from destroyed ·present situations.
Hmm ...are these two divinations not similar, indeed synchronistic? Of course, I might
have imposed my psyche on the events, but
let's get real- I think the odds of this combination are about 1 in 11,624. And then
there's the matter of the book I'm reading
where the character drew from the Tarot in
the same way that I did. He drew The
Tower....
So what does this all mean? What does
life mean? Hey, these are questions for
another time. Until then, I suggest for further answers and questions you watch Grand
Canyon or see Rosencrantz & Guildenstern
Are Dead February 21, 22,23. Or listen to
The Police:
"If we can share this nightmare
Then we can dream
Spiritus Mundi

"If you ac~ as you think
The missing link
Synchronicity" ...

None of the Above/ David M. Schulz, staff columnist
hen was the last time you felt
disgusted about the array of candidates in any given election,
whether the race was presidential, gubernatorial, senatorial,
etc.? It was probably the last time there was
an election. It's not too rare that you can
hear people voicing their discontent with
respects to the lack of desirable politicians
running for office.
In a country that supposably espouses
freedom of choice, all voters should have
the opportunity to participate in elections,
and yet at the same time not have to vote for
any candidate. Such an option has been
proposed in several states; it is called the
"None of the above" (N.O.T.A.) ballot option.
The means by which N.O.T.A. would
function are not difficult or elaborate in the
least If a majority of N.O.T.A. ballots are
cast in an election, none of the candidates
would win, nor could they run again in a

special election that would be held soon
after the initial election proceedings. At that
point, new candidates would step forward to
run in this special election-with the same
N.O.T.A. option in effec t-unti I a candidate
recei ved a majority of the vote.
N.O.T.A. was originally proposed in a
few states as a hopeful means to increase
voter turnout. The rationale behind this was
that if enough voters didn't like either candidate, they could instead effectively vote
those candidates out of the race. Given the
present rut in voter turnout, N.O.T.A just
might provide the incentive needed for
people to emerge from their homes on
election day and voice their discontent
Furthermore, supporters of N.O.T.A.
say that institutionalizing the option just
might force candidates to focus on the issues
of the campaign, rather than on opponentbashing or giving time to substanceless
slogans. The reasoning behind this is that
candidates would be aware that any negativ-

ity generated by their campaigns would
probably affect their chance of being elected
(assuming voters had the option of
N.O.T.A.). The voters would effectively
hold the fates of those running in their (the
voters') hands. Under such a political atmosphere, candidates would be more sensitive to the kinds of things they say, forcing
them to rely instead on what they have to
offer in the form of a viable campaign
platform.
Another aspect of N.O.T.A. is that it
could very well possibly give many potential candidates the incentive to run for public
office. It is a well-known fact that it takes
money, and lots of it, to run for office and to
even have a chance of winning. Many
political hopefuls rule themselves out of an
election race before it even starts because of
the inordinate amount of cash that one would
need for such an undertaking. With the
adoption ofN.O.T.A., one oftwo scenarios

might unfold
First, as explained before, those,candidates with ample funds would be forced to
focus on issues of the election, lest they fall
prey to loss by N.O.T.A., whereupon a less
wealthy candidate might be elected in their
stead. Secondly, in a more desirable scenario,
less-wealthy, would-be candidates would
have the incentive to run, knowing that all
candidates involved would have to acknowledge the fact that (N.O.T.A. option in
effect) big money would not be a detennining
factor in a race that focuses not on opponentbashing but on fundamental issues. Hence,
(cost-free) open debates and forums would
be emphasized more than expensive commercials aimed at swaying emotions, not at
opening minds.
Clearly, N.O.T.A. is an option worth
seriously looking into. Perhaps such a
measure is just what our failing political
system needs to pry itself out of its rut.
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"Betwixt the devil and the deep sea.

-Erasmus
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&A: How do you feel abo

a

Patti Austin

Lori A . Richardson

Art StudiO - Senior

IDS/Communications - Senior

"Pro-life, why? An issue that has been fought
over for years, in my opinion it's wrong. Killing an
innocent life because of the mother's mistake isn't
fair to the child. Give the child a chance to live and
make it's own decisions for itself."

"I believe in and stand behind pro-choice. Any
woman should have the right to rna e any and all
decisions concerning her body - becau c it i ju
that--her body."

Robert M. Moore
Art Education - Junior

"As modem science has progressed in its capability to sustain prematurely born human life, man has
pushed.back the 'deadline' for abonion. Man is not his
own focal point, even in the 1990s. God is the creator
of hum an life and man does not stand guiltless when he
murders it. Jesus Christ came, not to destroy men's
lives, but to save men's lives. We should follow his
perfect example in all things."

For Your Consideration/ Jerald
I wish to present an idea that is original,
different, and not to be found anywhere else
(well, maybe). I do not wish to sound aloof;
as a Christian, I give God the credit if I am
able to accomplish anything good. Whether
this idea is worthy remains an unanswered
question. I merely want everyone to know
that I haven't plagiarized the idea. It is sort
of a theory I've developed that grew out of
the observance that arguments over ideology
have existed for all recorded time and the
obvious need for an objective means of
evaluating different philosophies and ideologies. I believe it is impossible to logically
prove one philosophy or ideology absolutely
correct: What follows I submit, is perhaps
as close as one can get
My position
My position, for reasons presented previously and currently in this column, is that
most philosophies/ideologies (p/I's) are not
workable in the real world. The result of
practicing these unworkable P/I's is chaos
(e.g. the world we live in). Furthermore, it
is my position that the Biblical beliefs I have

backed do worle in the real world. My
position is much more complex than this; I
have shortened it by necessity.
The P/I test
The true test of any philosophy or ideology is a real world test I submit my own.
which involves evaluating the answer to
five questions. 1.) Will the beliefs work in
the real world? 2.) What would be the result
if the beliefs were practiced by an individual?
3.) What kind of world would result if the
beliefs were practiced by the entire world
(bar-none)? 4.) Can the ~liefs transcend
time (backwards and forwards)? 5.) Is a
reliable point of reference used? To be
considered worthy, the beliefs must pass all
screenings. P/I's passing this test can then
be judged against each other based on test
performance. Technically passing the test
gets a "D." Please note: there are two
underlying contentions for this test-that
for a P/I to be valid, anyone who wishes can
take part (any and all) and that premises of
any valid P/I be reasonable (logical). The
expectations of those premises should also

•

be logical.
The goal is for the beliefs to be practical in the real world, improve (not temporarily) the life of an individual alone in
the practice of those beliefs, and improve
the life of any number of people practicing
those beliefs, up to and including every
single human on earth, wiLhout a breakdown in wodability. Beliefs should· be
able to transcend time; if the beliefs are
good they should have always been good
and should always remain good. Point of
reference is vital.
Most beliefs (p/I's) fail the test because improvements gained are temporary.
Another reason most P/I's fail the test, is
the undeniable fact that if enough persons
practiced them, the mere practicing of the
P/I would prevent others from doing
likewise (e.g. the acts of Hitler and Manson,
and their respective followers). Those are
extreme examples; I ciled them because
no explanation was needed. An almost
endless list of mainstream example of
this failing could be cited and explained;

presently. I'n abstain.
Consider this a formal request for constructive criticism on my test, especially from
Coastal professors. I would prefer concentration on the P/I test rather man auac .ng my
beliefs, as I am aware of mo dissenting
opinions and their re pccti e argument .
Please be advised that I could nOl possibly go
into complete detail here. For example. 1 am
aware of the need to define certain tenn , and
that universal agreement on those defmition
is unlikely. I could not explain here my
solution to that and other problem.
ote: Onecouldattac my idea from the
po ition the test is invalid (by denying m
contentions). This would leave one with hat
we have now. a world filled withendl PII',
most with built-in contradiction •and irtuaIl
all clashing with each other. re ulting in the
chaotic world we live in-a difficult po ition
to defend.
I will appreciate comments from anyone.
By sharing your analyses of thi or any other
column through The Chanticleer, we may all
be able to benefit
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"Religion is the opium of the people."
-Karl Marx

.

Reincarnation/ Michael A. Wallick
r'iK@@il bortion is not a topic of newborn
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which should be left to the choice. Not a
control over life and death choice, or a save
the ignorant from their sin choice; but choice,
period. America stands for choice of the
individual; right or wrong, good or bad, as
long as the choice is within the law.
This writer does not agree with abortion, except in cases of rape or incest, or
other emergencies, in fact, he personally
thinks abortion is an abomination which
exists primarily as an easy way out of irresponsible sexual behavior. With the invention of" The Pill", intrauterine devices, "The
sponge", ''The foam", The Blob" -Oops that
was a movie, and, of course, that instrument
of great embarrassment to the young man
preparing for his frrstsexual encounter, "The
Rubber", or condom if you prefer. Abortion
should not become a last ditch effort to
escape the outcome of a hasty lustful decision.
I do relish the memory of my fust
experience purchasing condoms. The first

time I was exposed to the idea of buying the
objects of delicate attention, I was watching
the movie, "The Summer of Forty Two".
Remember the episode when the timid young
main character went to the drug store to buy
condoms. The druggist glared down at the
boy through thick hom rimmed glasses and
said something to the effect of "Son, do you
know what these are forT' What a spot to be
caughtin. "Sure," the young stallion replied,
"My big brother told me that he fills them up
with water and throws them off the roof."
The example illustrates my own feelings
when I purchased my fIrst "condoms". I was
shy, and embarrassed.
I walked into a convenience store which
I had heard from others in my precarious
situation, or had been; of course all the
"guys" had their first sexual encounter, to
buy my frrstcondoms. I was detennined not
to show my embarrassment. I did good. I
swaggered up to the counter likeJohn Wayne
in the movie ''The Cowboys" as he approached the young lads for their orientation
to the rigors of life on the open plains. I was
feeling so confIdent, so cool, so suave-aye
and de-boner, raw, as I calmly said to the
cashier, an older man who had been through

this many times and knew how to make the
experience as uncomfortable as possible, I
would like to buy a condom. I didn't know
then that if I had done "It" before, I would
not have, by this time, been standing in a
puddle of my own sweat. The older man
looked down at me much the same way that
the druggist looked at the young man in the
movie. He then looked up and hesitated for
a moment
I was about to tell the obviously senile
old guy that I was in a hurry when I saw a sly
smile begin to spread across his thin, dry
lips. The smile spread into a grin as the man
hesitated further. I was growing irritated.
Then, as if from a long tunnel I heard the
slow clomping of thick, raised heeled shoes
echoing on the stark white linoleum tiled
floor. My heart began to race, and my face
flushed a deep shade of violet as I turned to
see a little old lady with blue hair and a tribottomed cane approaching the counter. I
turned back to the old man, who was obviously relishing the experience for all it was
worth, "Would you mind hurrying, sir?" I
asked in a voice so hushed that it was barely
audible behind my conspiratorial upraised
hand. He hesitated again for what seemed to

me to be an eternity. Actually, it was just
long enough for the lady to assume a position directly behind me. It was then that the
old man looked at the old lady. His hideously
distorted sly grimace pushed the wrinkles in
his face and the flabby skin over his eyes
into an expression of demonic glee. He
tipped his chin up slightly, and in a voice that
reverberated in my cranium and still reverberates today, "What kind of condoms do
you want, Sonny?"
All joking aside, I personally feel that
abortion is a way for women, and men in
many cases, to escape responsibility for
their own actions. However, there is no
need to argue about it. If someone wants to
use abortion, for whatever reason, that person must decide tfie real reason for the act. I,
personally, have found that it is hard to
escape one's conscience. The parties involved must also deal with the physical,
emotional, and spiritual consequences of
their, not the court's, decision. Why waste
time and money on a topic that should not be
a right in itself, but in America should come
under everyone's right to decide for themselves how to live their own lives.

Censorship=Silence=Death / DavidM. Schulz, staff columnist

III ~:~~E:~~l~?E

presently an all-out frontal assault
on our supposed constitutional right to say,
write, and create what we would choose.
Through covert and blatantly overt actions,
elements within the United States are striving not only to censor and ban, but to ultimately cut off our access to information
itself. (I plan to write about various cases of
censorship in future articles.)
This article is not for the apathetic.
Read no further if the prospect of an
Orwellian 1984 society doesn't already scare
the hell out of you.
On the other hand, perhaps censorship
in its many and varied forms is an issue you
feel strongly about, but about which you
think you can do nothing. So often are
Americans limited, albeit by choice, to just
worrying about an issue, without ever taking any action. This mindset eventually
encourages denial of the problem at hand ,
ultimately leading to silence. It' no wonder
that no one talks about censorship, let alone
does anything about it. This kind of apathy
is what enabled and sanctioned the propaganda, media control, and totalitarianism in
Nazi Germany; 1 is the type of "that doesn't
affect me" attitude that will lead us to a

fascistic "big brother" state. Many say,
"Aw, that can't happen in America," but
liberal-minded Germans said the same thing
before Hitler's Gestapo and SS had the gun
to many a-German' shead.
In short, what I propose is the formation
of an informal, non-partisan, anti-censorship
"discussion and action" group, right hereon
Coastal's campus. The purpose of such an
organization would be as follows:
1) to educate ourselves about the ways,
means, and reasons why various political,
religious and social groups try to and do
censor;
2) to stay abreast of current local, regional,
and national cases of censorship, and how
the outcomes of these cases affect us;
3) to co-ordinate a team of willing people to
collect signed petitions stating defiance and
objection to all form of censorship, and
send these petitions to senators and congressmen;
4) to encourage people to regularl y exercise
their supposed flfst amendment rights, regardless of (non-)poli Ica , (non -)religious,
(sub-)cultural, or (anti-)social affiliation.
Some important principles upon which
the group should be ba ed are as such:
1) all view mu ,t see light; through time and
tolerance, only those views (whether belonging to a majority or minority) sanctioned by citizens will endure;

2) the state's only responsibility is serve as
a protectorate of society and the individualnot to protect one from him- or herself. The
state should never concern itself with legislating morality, or with limiting those
"rights" under the fIrst amendment, or with
affecting any other civil liberties;
3) that the group not be a forum to air one's
taste in art, literature, etc., nor to discuss
one's personal views on politics, religion,
etc., except when one's liberty to air these
personal tastes and views are threatened by
censorship.
All students, faculty, and even the most
bold and daring of adm inistrators are invited
to join. You need not be a victim of censor-

ship in order to get involved; it is my hope
that we can prevent acts of censorship, and
act as a strong voice and catalyst for anticensorship action, rather than moan and
groan about previous acts of censorship.
If indeed you are interested, please call
me at home (236-2934, leave message), at
the Chanticleer offIce (ext 2330, leave message), or by repl ying in writing to: the Chanticleer, AnN: Anti-censorship group. Drop
it by the office or send it through campus
mail (it's free). In any event, give your
name, phone number, and a convenient time
at which you would be able to attend biweekly (?) meetings. Thank you for reading
this.

Februa
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Eaglin considering rno e
by BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-in-Chief

Out of approximately 175 applicants,
Coastal's Chancellor Ron Eaglin has been
picked as one of three finalists competing
for the presidency at Morehead State University in Kentucky.
On Saturday, January 25,Eaglin visited
the campus that is situated 55 miles outside
of Lexington. The regents spent two days
interviewing five candidates, and after a 30minute meeting, the board narrowed the list
to three potential presidents:
• Ron Eaglin, 51,chancellorof Coastal;
• Joseph W. Alexander, 44, dean of
Oklahoma State University's College of
Veterinary Medicine;

• J. Ronnie Davis, 51, dean of the
University of New Orleans' College of
Business.
Eaglin said he and his wife will return to
Morehead's campus on Feb. 13. At that
time Eaglin said he will be able to meet with
some of their students and administrators
and get a feel for what the possible position
will be all about.
"It will be a key time [when my wife
and I visit Morehead], he said. "We'll be
able to get some notion of what it's like,"
Eaglin said.
Eaglin said he does not know right now
if he will take the job if in fact it is offered.
"I won't know anything until I get there," lle

said. "And then it will be an internal d oision. My wife and I will con ider the go I
and objccti es," he said.
AI though salary has nOL been di cu sed
Eaglin indicated that Morehead, a sch I
with an enrollment of approximately 9.
•
will probably offer more than the $92,000
he is currently earning as chancellor of
Coastal.
"I'm an egalitarian by nature. More
money i not the primary goal," Eaglin said.
"I'm more imere ted in looking for a good
fit. "
Morehead's Board of Regents decjded
in April that they would hire a new pre ident
by March 2.

Chancellor Ron Eaglin

Peace Rally from page 1
of the ociological a peets of the peaceful
prote t Kenig said a ociologist once told
herthatthereexi ts"pe imi mofthemind,
but optimi m of the will."
Coastal' Go ~l Ch ir contributed a
couple of number during the vigil. The
protesters joined hand and sang in the Chorus
to "Let the Dream Thrive" a ong by Sheryl
Ward.
The vigil was concluded with Pr ton

Prote

e

Editor's note: The following article is a
collection ofobservations made by a SI udenl
during David Duke's visit Friday.

by DAN QUIGLEY

Some people demonstrated outside of Wheelwright Auditorium while others
wait patiently to see David Duke speak. (photo by Tm DOlinger)

Coastal junior, Chris Klemm, made his way to the stage to tell Duke that he
supports affirmative action, supports the women's right to choose, and, -I
don't like YOU.· (photo by Tim Dillinger)

Freshman. Politico SCience Major

One can feel the obviou ten ion in the
air. Men with dark gla se wal ing around
looking for u picious people. On my left J
seea" oDuke"po tcrandontherightI ee
Whcclwright auditorium about to be filled
tocapacity. Still am lorn belween prote Ling
and listening to what the man h to say: The
crowd i thickening and it i 3:2 p.m.
People arc trick] ing by wi th curiou 100 on
their face as if they are anticipating a confrontation. Wait. I that why I am here. To
see a good fight I don't think so.
It seem a if mo 1 of the rccogni1.abl
people are here
if there were nothin
beuer to do. The French Surfer tand out
like a sore thumb. ThechanceHori wal 'ng
around with a gun. I remember la 1 Augu t
in thi same auditorium him telling u to
smile. I'm not miling no . Chance. Am
somewhat frightened. It may be a tupid
que tion but why arc there no people of
color going into the auditorium? What arc
they afraid of or i ilju 1 something they do
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"After all there is but one roce--humonity."
-- George Moore

.

Freedom of Speech/ Stuart Mark Axelrod

Illil~~::§::~EOn:~
speech, or of the press."
The framers of the Constitution absolutely believed that the freedoms to think as
you will and to speak as you think are
indispensable to the discovery of political
truth; that without free speech and assembly, discussion would be futile. Further,
they believed that with them, discussion
affords ordinary adequate protection against
the dissemination of noxious doctrine; that
public discussion is a political duty; and that
this should be a fundamental principle of the
American government (Whitney v. California, 274 U.S.)
Students, as citizens of a college com-

munity, possess certain inherent rights and
freedoms. Equally, as in the larger society,
they have inherent responsibilities to that
community as well as that community to them.
Regulations may not ban political or unpopular moral, social, or religious speeches.
Nor can the facilities of an institution be
withheld solely because a speaker may be
controversial or hold views unacceptable to
the college.
Every institution of higher learning in the
United States must be expected to imbue
students with a respect for the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights. But many teach students
to be cynical about both. As students learn the
many facets surrounding the interpretive adaptation of the Constitution, they also become
quite willing, in their opposition, to curtail the
rights of those with whom they disagree.

Protestor tells about a
different, personal view
by BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-in-Chief

African-American Society President
Donald Thompson had some insightful
things to say about republican presidential
hopeful David Duke's visit to Coastal.
Beginning with a dream-a nightmare
of a kind--=-Thompson said he heard that it
was a possibility that David Duke could be
speaking at Coastal on Friday. Only three
days prior-on Saturday-Thompson said,
"I've heard about [Duke] on the news and
what not, and I saw him on the news again on
Saturday," he said. "Then I got this strange
feeling-I wondered, 'What if this guy came
to Coastal?' I can't believe this thought
came into my head," Thompson said. "It
was like a bad Deja Vu when I found out for
sure that Duke was coming here."
At 4:00 p.m. Wednesday the AfricanAmerican Society held a meeting. "It was
our largest meeting," Thompson said laughingly. There were both blacks and whites
there as well, he said. But he became grim.
"That day was full of anger," Thompson
said. "You could cut the tension with a
knife."
"Afro-Am felt like they had been
slapped in the face," he said. The biggest
concern was that the African-American
Society had not been contacted or notified
before hand, Thompson said.
Wednesday's meeting marked the official notification that Duke was confirmed
to speak at Wheelwright on Friday. "The
History Club told us that Duke was comingthey also said they were not in support of
David Duke, but that they were attempting

to increase political awareness at Coastal,"
Thompson said.
"The members [of Afro-Am] were hurt,"
he said. "They were not given a chance to
prepare for it-they felt cheated."
Fran Durlend from the Sociology Club
spoke briefly at Wednesday's meeting, and
after a heated debate, the members of the
African-American Society voted unanimously
to support the Sociology Club's intention on
holding a peace vigil.
"We had no alternative at that point. The
History Club saw an opportunity and they
went with it," Thompson said. "All we could
do is accept it or not accept it."
The eve of Duke's visit came quickly.
"Everything was happening so suddenly.
Everybody just kind of had to flow along,"
Thompson said. Anticipation, fear, anxiety,
and the possibility of violence loomed, he
said. These feelings are amplified while anticipating the coming of such a controversial
figure, Thompson said.
"I just tried to get ready and tried to
prepare," he said. "I talked about it with my
sister on the telephone, and then I prepared a
short speech [or the vigil."
Later on that night Thompson battled
again with his subconscious. "I dreamed that
violence broke out during Duke's speechstudents were being harassed by Duke supporters," he said. "I'm not surprised I had that
dream."
On Friday, the day of the arrival, anxiety
was building up, Thompson said. "I was in the
gameroom that morning, and you could feel
the feelings working up-people acted differently.

Freedom of speech -contains an es- to take this privilege away. Through condisential duality. Primarily, it is the freedom tioning we are ~ing coerced oy the media,
to express one's views without hindrance the established political machines, and even
from others. Second, it is the freedom of our own peers to conform to a correct way of
others to hear and judge for themsel ves the thinking.
validity of those views.
We have in today's political climate an
In their haste to disrupt Mr. Duke's intolerance to opposing political views. If
speech at Wheelwright Auditorium, some we continue to follow this self-destructive
who opposed his views forgot there were procedure in politics, we are doomed to
others that wished to listen to this man and loose the very rights we take for granted.
hear what Mr. Duke had to say. Regard- People must realize that if ignorance is bliss,
less of his views, Mr. Duke has the consti- then it is folly to. be wise.
tutional ;ght to freedom of speech and the
Thoughts and ideas can never hurt or
according respect. By heckling him and destroy. Onlr the implementation of those
causing disruption during his speech, some ideas can do harm or good. If a person feels
interfered with Mr. Duke's right to be a candidate's views are dangerous, then that
heard, and they were also denying the rest person should not vote for that platform.
of the audience their respective right to But the denial of platform to what is conhear his views.
sidered an opposing viewpoint can only be
It is the responsibility of all Ameri- construed as a propagation of the very igcans to judge what they deem right for norance that person would see to prevent or
them sci ves and the country. The only way cure.
we can live up to this responsibility, is to
hear the many opposing views and then
"I disapprove of what you say, but will
decide for ourselves what is "politically defend to the death your right to say it" correct." It is both appalling and frighten- Voltaire.
ing to think that there are some that want

Inside Wheelwright, from page 1
He began by thanking Coastal for
allowing him to exercise his right to free
speech. Then exercised that right by admitting that he has received some bad
press, citing contradictory rumors of homosexuality and womanizing. He said
that some had called him "a wizard under
the sheets," but that he would leave that
title to Bill Clinton.
The first major issue that Duke tackled was his stand on Affirmative Action.
He claimed that Affirmative Action is
confused with Equal Rights. "When you
give a person preference on the basis of
their race, you are certainly being discriminatory, and I think you are being
classically racist in the real sense of the
word."
He stressed the importance of equality in the college setting, criticizing scholarships designed for blacks only and any
practice that did not allow all students, of
any race, to participate. "We have got to
build quality in the society, we are losing
that in America and that is one reason why
we seem to be losing the quality of our
life,"
Duke then went on to some of the
other issues that he feels strongly about. "I
believe the biggest issue facing America
is the current structure of our welfare
system." Duke stated that he thought the
government should require every able

bodied welfare recipient to do work for their
checks. He also would like to see an aggressive attack on the drug problem with
drug testing for welfare recipients. As part
of the attack on drugs he believes that "it's
time for the death penalty for drug pushers
in America. "
He then went on to express a desire for
less government control, followed by a
discussion of foreign policy. Duke would
like to see Soviet troops out of Eastern
Europe, for fear that the hard liners will
make a come back in the Soviet Union. He
would like American troops in Western
Europe to return to the U.S. "and spend their
money right here at home" where they can
save the economy. He also indicated a
desire to see greater unilateral disarmament.
Duke then came full circle, returning to
the equality issue with forced busing. "I
think it's time [or freedom of choice in
education in America."
The last issue he discussed was the
trade policy. He expressed a wish to kccp
America from becoming a tenant nation
owned by foreigners.
Duke concluded with a desire to see
America return to its heritage and a basic
love of God.
At 5 p.m. David Duke concluded hi
speech and stayed for approximately half a
hour to answer question
_

J
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"Peace hath her victories, no less renowned
than war."
--Milton
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Afro-Am and Baha'i C
by ART WALKER
Staff Writer

Students and faculty gathered outside
in front of the EMS building to join hands
for Peace in memory of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., whose birthday was celebrated on Jan. 20.
The event, sponsored by the AfricanAmeri~an Society of Coastal and the Baha'i
Club of Coastal, began with Coastal's Gospel
Choir performing songs of hope and peace,

which were two qualities that Dr. King lived
and eventually died for.
Following the choir, the pre ident of
the African-American Society. Donald
Thompson, welcomed the crowd and gave a
brief statement on Dr. King. After a prayer
which stressed the need for us to remember
that we are all the same "in God's eyes," and
that we are all the same "in God's eyes," and
that we all have qualities and talents thal

Coastal to host columni t

me h in ' God's ocean. '
Preston McKyver-Floyd, profe r of
religionandphilo ophy,gavea peecha ut
the need to unite as one world and tre sed
ho we a college students need to be a are
of our surroundings and nOl gel caught up in
ourselves by forgetting about those who are
Jes fortunate.
The joining of hand in a circle, a ymbol of unily, was admired by Chancellor

a berr

SUbmitted by Public Relatlons

William Raspberry, reporter and author of the syndicate4 column, Potomac Watch, will speak in Wheelwright
Auditorium on Thursday, Feb. 6 at 7:30 p.m. Part of the
Kimbel Distinguished Lecture Series, the lecture is free and
open to the public. Seating is on a fIrst-come, frrst-served
basis, and tickets are available in Wheelwright Box Office.
Raspberry began to write the Potomac Watch in 1966
while a reporter with The Washington Post His columns
were usually controversial, as Raspberry exposed corruption and faulted city leaders, both black and white. Dubbed
"the Lone Ranger of columnists," his editors were never
quite sure what Raspberry would write about. Raspberry
continued to comment on education, crime, justice, drug
abuse, and housing, but added a national dimension. In
demand around the country, The Washington Post Writers
Group syndicated the column nationally in 1971. Raspberry's

cplumn now appears in 175 newspapers.
Georgetown University, in honoring Raspberry with a
doctoral degree, said he "has made himself an indispensable
companion in the search for fact, knowledge, and isdomand his insights are sparked by a pecial qual ty of conscience."
, Raspberry received a Citation of Merit of Joumali m
from Lincoln University fordi tinction in improving human
relations. He has received several Front Page Award rom
the Washington/Baltimore ewspaper Guild for interpretive reporting and two, in 1969 and 1972, for hi column.
The Kimbel Distinguished Lecture Serie is spon. ored
by the Kimbel Trust, Coastal Educational Foundation Inc.,
the Episcopal Diocese of South Carolina, Ocean Vie
Memorial Foundation, The Sun ews, and Coastal Carolina
College.

Tax Preparaf 0
Introduces an EXCLU I E
new Service:
Xpre$$ Refunds by RAL
in as little as 8 hrs, 24 hrs guaranteed.
Please call us today 293-3625.
"Give the best a test 01"
wait days on the rest."
4561 Hwy 17 by-pass S yrtle Beach
Open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday-Saturday Sunday by appointmen
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"An incurable itch for scribbling takes
possession of many, and grows i'nveterate
in their insane breasts."
--Juvena/

Magazine places in statewide c9ntest
by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

"Archarios," Coastal's literary magazine, recently entered last spring's edition in an annual magazine competition.

~rc

The judge was Dr. Steve Hellcr, author of the awardwinning novel "The Automotive History of Lucky
Kellerman" among other works. He is also the fiction editor
for "Kansas Quarterly."
"Archarios" placed in three categories. Chris Cromen's

•

anos

,C urrent magazInes are available on the i~fonnation
desk in ~he Student Center. Our spring dea~ljne: .for
be
.submissions is March 11. Literature:,s hould
..
slipped ut:\der our office door, SC 203-B, with your
name, phone number, major, year in school~ and
hometown. Art will only be accepted on Marc411 in
the Graphics Room of the Art Center.
.

Reg ae

,

:

Reggae

"Doppleganger," received first in the mdividual photography category. Stacy Hardee won a second place award in
artwork for "Makorva." Finally, "Archarios" received third
place for a two-page layout.
The Fall 1991 edition of "Archarios" was introduced in
a reception January 23. The individual winners for the
magazine were announced at the reception. In the art
category Missie Hyatt won first for here untitled work,
while Kim von Ohsen Baxley placed second with "Abhorrence."
The winners in the literature category were second,
"Making My Mother" by Anne Gardner and frrst, "Crying
Wolf' by Suzanne Sasser.

Classifieds
Spring Break
- Take your break in Great Britain! Exchange vacations
arranged between students in England and America. Discount air fare available. Contact STUDENTS ABROAD,
LTD., P.O. Box 944, Orangeville, CA 95662. Tel: (800)
428-8538 Fax: (916) 635-1165.
- JAMAICA, CANCUN FROM $409, PANAMA CITY
BEACH FROM $119 EARN CASH & FREE 1RAVEL ..
. CAMPUS REPS NEEDED!!! CALLSTIJDENTTRAVEL
SERVICES 1-800-648-4849.
House for Rent
Waccamaw River - house for rent - located at Keysfield
(H wy 701 S) boat dock and inground pool, 20 minutes from
Coastal. $1100/month, call 1-649-2291 in Aileen.

Re

,

The hottest Reggae act to hit the Grand Strand will be at
the Plantation Lounge in Pawleys Island Fri., Feb. 7.
$5 in advance or $7 at the door.
Coastal students get $1 off with I.D.
Tickets available at Surfside and Pawleys Island locations.
Come early, party until 4 a.m.
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-Homer

Pupils, pot, and politic
by GRESH MEGGETT

or not?

staff Writer

Eight responded yes.
Thirty-two responded no.
It is interesting to see that exactly 50%
of the students polled smoke or know
someone who smokes marijuana once or
twice per week. Almost the same number
believed it was a major part of their social
lives.
Granted, this is only a 40-student survey, and it does not represent the whole
Coastal population. But most people who
smoke marijuana smoke it with their friend .
If those students who answered yes to the
flrstquestion smoke marijuana withju tone
of their friends, that would give you 40
people. The scary thing i that the e ar~
freshm~-it would not be unreasonable to
assert that marijuana use would increase in
the upperclas men population.
The main point is made clear in the
responses given to the third question. Only
eight of 40 of the students polled believe the
"war on drugs" is effectively productive.
The very people this anti-drug campaign has
targeted do not even believe it i or has been
effective. So why hould those hardened in
their habits be changed by this campaign?
The government certainly does not have
the answer to this drug problem. One thing
is certain, however. We had beuer get
together and find an answer or else the future
leaders of this country might just go up in
smoke.

The United States' government has been
leading the world's "war on drugs" for many
years now. Its main targets are the big
cocaine and crack dealers. But how has this
war affected Coastal students?
It would be naive to say students from
Coastal are exempt from drug use. It would
be logical, however, to say that the majority
. of students who do use drugs don't use crack
or cocaine. The drug of choice is marijuana.
I recently gave a three question survey
to 40 Coastal freshmen. Freshmen were
chosen for the poll because the generally
grew up with the "war on drugs" campaignthe anti-drug commercials, speeches, and
pamphlets. The whole anti-drug campaign
has been focused on the younger, more
easil y influenced high school students, some
of which are now Coastal freshmen.
The results are as follows:
• Do you or any of your friends smoke
marijuana on a regular basis (once or twice
a week)?
Twenty responded yes.
Twenty responded no.
• In your opinion, does marijuana play
a major part in your age group's social Ii ves?
Nineteen responded yes.
Twenty-one responded no.
• Do you believe the government's
"war on drugs" has had a major impact as to
whether people your age smoke marijuana

19

21

-----1-

Do you or your friends smo e
marijuana on a regular basis?

Does marijuana p ay a
major port in your age
gro p s social I es? -

40

Has the ·war on drugs· had
a major impoc as 0
whether peop e your age
smo e marijuana?

20

•
by BROOK BOYD

th B 0

Alpha S gma Ph

What would we do withou egs? Partying would die, fraternitie would die, and
there would be no social life here at Coastal?
I don'l thin so. Do the people who insure
fratemitie care? I thin so. (J don't care
about which, or who or what fraternities are
insured.) The h I i 100 ~' ng at a 1 vel
playing field where nobody is allowed to u
kegs. Will thi wor ? It' going to tak a I t
of help and support from party-goer , and
Greek people aI" ~e.
ill people go to a
party where they have to ring their 0 n
ntanyway
beer? Three or four dollars i
paying (donating) to enter a eg party. If
partier bought their beer at a local tore,
they could easijy purcha enough alcohol
to keep them occupied for the evening. (That
i , of cour , if you need ale hoI LO ha e
fun.) "The keg i kic ed, Jet' go mwhere else." What are the benefits of eg?
What are the benefits, if any. of a bringyour-own-beverage (BYOB) party?
The benefits of a eg: cheap; an economical waytoa quireamas iveamountof
beer. But keg arc al lots of tr uble.
That' what national fraternitie thin . Fraternities are at a level of in urance right
belo nu lcarwa tedi
landri hta
e
a besto removal. Th FIPG. a national
in urer of national fratcrnitie , d
no allow theirin ured pon orparLi with e .
In order to keep a I vel playing fi ld ratefnitie and hool official need to team u .
eneedtodevel paplano BYOBparti
that will be practical and logical.
According to th in urance compan •

Organizati n.
• Altema
able.
• F
(high in P
ided free 0 charge.
• Trans rtati n and e
provided.
• Organizati n m u t
reasonabI con umed.
• There mu tala
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"Deceased politicians go to heaven
and play harps because they are good
at pulling strings.·
.

-anonymous

Lesser of two evils / Jonathan Shanks, SGA President
In our society today, I strongly believe
there is a difference between criminals and
politicians. Now most of you are thinking
along the same lines and I must confess that
you are correct but where this difference lies
is where I shall enlighten all who desire to
continue reading.
It appears that this difference is not in
what the actions are of these two careers but
only in the outcomes or sentences. For
arguments sake, I'll call them careers, because they both make a very good living in
what they do if they're good at it. For
instance, if a regular citizen embezzles millions of dollars entrusted to this individual
can't be accounted for, it's called deficit
spending and no trial follows. I'm very

Jonathan Shanks
SGA President
confident that my theory is totally valid.
In our own government, consisting of
endless and mindless bureaucracy, something has been happening to literally billions
of dollars and nobody seems to know where
it's going. If this happened at Xerox someone would be presently getting grilled and,
inevitably, somebody would be held responsible. In the business world these people
are black-listed by their peers and treated as

Guidelines on Alcohol Consumption
Based on the Dietary Guidelines for Americans set by the
Department of Health and Human
Services and the Department of
Agriculture, aSAP bas developed
the following guidelines on alcohol consumption.
Adults who are considering

drinking alcoholic beverages
should ave only low-risk drinking a goal, if they choose to
drink. The lowest risk is not to
drink, which should always be acceptable. Adults who elect to drink
should limit their consumption to,
for women, no more than one
drink per day and. for ~ DO
more than two drinks per day. Underage youth should not drink.

•

Women
No more than 1
drink a day

These circumstanCeS place
drinkers at high risk for health, s0cial, and/or legal consequences:
1. If underage
2. If pregnant, IDJISing, eX' trying to

conceive
3. If driving or engaging in other
activities that require attention,
judgment or skill
4. If taking medication that interacts with alcobol
5. If recovering fran alcohol a
other drug dependence
6. If drinking to imoxication
7. If one cannot keep one's drinkingmoder'ale

•

lepers for the duration of the life. Michael
Milken will never officially trade junk bonds
again, but I fmnly believe Senator Kennedy
will be re-elected when his term is over. I'm
not directly condemning Senator Kennedy
but I have some idea where he has spent the
last ten years of his life. Let's assume that if
Mr. Kennedy were selling junk bonds in the
recent years gone past, I fmnly believe he
wouldn't be doing it today.

To sum it up .. .can anybody be held
responsible for the state of our nation today
or do we have what I call a "no fault government?" A no fault government is a governing body which can not be held responsible
for its own actions. Let me give a personal
definition of a word that I believe will shed
some sight on this situation and think about
it: INSANITY-continuing to do the same
things and expecting different results. Are
the American people expecting some
miracle, or even slight change, to arise out of
the upcoming eleCtion? If so, they better try
something different And I'm not implying
that people should support or vote for David
Duke!

Library Hours,
Spring Semester 1992
Regular hours are in effect/rom Monday, January 13
through Saturday, May 2, except as noted.

Regular Hours - Spring 1992
Monday - Thursday ---------------------- 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Friday --------------------------------------- 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday ------------------------------------ 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m:
Sunday ------------------------------------ 1:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Exceptions
lien
No more than 2
drinks a day

Spring Break
Sunday, March 8 --------------------------------- 1:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday, March 9-13 ------------ 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 14 ------------------------ Regular hours resume
Easter
Sunday, April 19 ---------------------.------------------------- Closed

End of Semester

-ENDNOTES
SGA meetings every Monday
a.t 2:30 p. ~.
.
"

.

..

Sunday, May 3 -------------------------------------- 1:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Monday - Thursday, May 4-7 --------------- 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday, May 8 --------------------------------- 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 9 --------------~---------------- 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 10 --------------.----------------------- 1:00 - 9:00 p.m .

Summer hours begin May 11, 1992
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"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male,"

Chantic[eer

--Kipling

~akf,

time to makf, fun of tlie worrd around

by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

and T. I. TARKINGTON, Sr.
Breast Connoisseur

Since coming to the glorious state of
South Carolina to make my home in Conway, I have heard tales of the wonders to
behold at the various bars offering "adult"
. entertainment Really. Well, I must admit
that my curiosity is aroused. However,
since it is only my curiosity that is aroused
by the idea of half-naked women dancing on
table tops, I have declined to witness the
spectacle.
I mentioned the subject of bare breasted
women and my lack of intere t in watching
them for extended periods of time to a male
• type friend of mine yesterday. He, in a rare
example of chivalry, offered to visit some
local bars so that he could tell me whether or
not I am missing anything. How noble.
The rest of this column is given over to
Tom, for his review of Myrue Beach's adult
entertainment.

...................•.....

Where to begin? Oh, this is most difficult I was at first stumped as to the manner

in which I should conduct this survey. I
thought that I would visit all of the institutions of partial nudity in one night But no.
that would be like consuming the con ten lS of
a wine cellar and trying to remember what
the fIrst botue tasted like. I realized that this
was a proposition that would require days of
study and consideration,
I began my study on a Tuesday night
and continued until Saturday night. I visited
one collection of nubile womanhood each
night, taking careful notes (sorry, no cameras allowed). I now feel that I am well
qualified to differentiate between the degrees of skill and aesthetic appeal found at
each house of not quite ill repute.
SA EHORSE:
Whooooweeee! Sorry, I have trouble
quelling that initial reaction. When first
seeing the ladies here, I was impre ed by
breast size. On closer examination, however,! gotaC]uea to where the name Horse
came from. Sit in the back of this club.
Breast Size: 9
Limberness: 4
Attractiveness: 3

[
Monday

Sunday
---Mondays through
Saturdays - TKO 2001

Februar 1992

Hearts & Bones Rick's; The Cult with Lenny
kid Marks King's
Kravitz MasqueradeRoad' Russell &
Atlanta; keeter Brandon
Hamilton Dutch Deli
& Hwy. 61 ight M~;
Homegrown Band RIck s;

4

Stormy Monday Blues Russell & Hamilton
Rick's; Paul Taylor
Dutch Deli; kid
ight Mood
Marks King's Road;
Heart & none. Rick's

Kevin Shields Apple
Annie's; Prime Tyme
Atlantis; Paul Taylor
Night Moods; Russell
& Hamilton Oscar's

9

10

11

The Cult with Lenny
Kravitz Greensboro
Coliseum; Big Bump
the 'tun Gunz ight
Moods; Homegrown
Band Rick's; ighty
Mighty Rack of ~pam
King's Road; The
Entertainers 2001

Homegrown Band
Rick' ; Terr Hogan
Smid-Dre' ; Ja elin
King' Road; The
Fanta tic ha 'er

Kevin Shields Apple
Stormy Monday Blues
Annie's; David Rockett & Rick's
the Boosters A~lantis;
Russell & Hamilton
Oscar's; Glenn Taylor
Smid-Dre's; Crossroad
Cowboys

Moe Mon
Moods; Hom r
Band Ric '; lenn
Taylor Smid-Dre
Double Take Kmg
Road; The Catalin

The Cult with Lenny
Kra\'itz Omni-ALlanta;
Hearts & Bone Rick's;
Glenn Taylor
Smid-Dre'; kid
Marks King's Road;
Russell . Hamilton
24 Dutch Deli
2S

Robert Cooper
Scuttle's· e in hield
Apple A~nic's; Taylor
& Scharirr

Perfect Tommy Players;
Impression 2001

Yngwie Malmsteen
tonny Monday Blues Hearts & Bones Rick's;
Terry Hogan
Roxy-Atlanta; George Rick's
Smid-Dre'; kid
McCorkle Band
Marks King' Road;
Crawdaddy's; Kevin
Russell & Hemilton
Shields Apple Annic's;
Dutch Deli
Glen Todd Smid-Dre's;
Russell & Hamilton
Oscar's
16
7
18

23

l

Wednesday

Tuesday

Lookout for Webb
Wilder in Feb.
Smid·Dre's reopens
Feb. 14. ight
Moods begins blues
concert series Feb. 5.
Happy Valentine's
2 Day!
3

Energy: 6
OVERALL: 5.5
HOWBOAT:
The women here were reasonably
med Ii tie . Somehow
attractive but
I didn't get the feeling lh t they liked
wa ringth irbrea
tgolfi r . Th Y ere
pretty good p rfonners as well, but the
la k of energy ju t brought the v. hoI a t
down a notch.
Brca 1 Size: 7
Limberness: 6
Attractivenes : 7
Energy: 3
OVERALL: 5.7
CA AULA CA:
I liked the neon sign flashing "Girls,
Girl , Girl ," but thing went downhill
from there. The women' breasts were
obviouslyenlargcd. 0 ,I'm a1lforboob
jobs, but try to make it rcali tic, please!
The women seemed uncomfortable with
their artificial proLU ion and n ver committed them
e wholly to the pcr~ rman .
down a point
Brca 1 Size:

2001

2()()1

Coastal Carolina Concert Connection / Co

Limberne : 5
7
Altra tiven
Energy: 5
OVERALL: 6.2
THEE DOLL'

Limbeme :
Attracti ene
Energy: 9
ERALL:
PIRAl
Thi
ure 1

o

Auracti ene
Energy:
OVERALL:

.

I at nded. I'
Oh 0
.]
a
r anythin . Let
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"Why should the devil have all the
good tunes?"
--Rowland Hill

Off the Dee.Q End/ record review
by DAVID M. SCHULZ
Staff Columnist

'Vhile attending one of the many lavish
Chanticleer staff parties, uh, I meanmeelings,
the subject of record reviews arose. Nauseated at sccing the typical mainstream reviews in othcr magazines and papers, I
jumped at the opportunity to offer the naive
Coastal community a glimpse at the alternative scene.
Every review here is of an independent
release. I figured if commercial rock reviews are your delicacy, then you can go
read Rolling Slone or Spin. Going against
the grain, I hope to offer exposure to bands
who have enough guts to try something
different than confonning with the status
quo.
And because every review here is an
independent release, chances are you'll never
fmd it in a record store in Myrtle Beach
(although Sounds Familiar Might be able to
order it for you). However, I've considered
this sad state of affairs, and I'm including
the address of the largest distributor of independent releases in the U.S. of A. Send 'em
a buck, and they'll send you a catalogthingy, pronto: Blacklist Mailorder, 475
Valencia St, San Francisco, CA 94103.
Oh, and please; if you have something
independent and alternative you'd like to
see reviewed, send me a tape of it I can't
afford every independent release worth
mentioning and still eat ...
ACCUSED-"Straight Razor" (12" EP)This is a record that shows the diversity of
this legendary Seattle. W A band. Four of

the songs arc fast, thrashy metal; another is
afunk.-rapthang; thcre'sacoverofSkynyrd's
"Saturday Nite Special" (go figure ...); and
the last song was rccorded live and shows
their deep, punk/slash-rock roots. A tad
expensive for just 7 songs, but listenable
nonetheless. (NastyMix Records)
ALICE DONUT-"GetaLife blw Get a Job"
(7")-Alice Donut is one whacky band.
Definitely the prod uct of New York'sLowerEast Side. Side A is a mid-tempo, rockin'
song, while side B is a slow psychedelic
thing, with grunge as a vehicle. (Vital Music
Records)
ANTiSEEN-"Southern Hostility" (LP)This is probably the 20th record by these
Charlotte, NC heathens. Hard-driving, icepick-in-ear, punk noise fuses with their
rhythm and blues roots, to create a kind of
music (?) that can be best described by the
name of their song, "Destructo Rock." Songs
on this one are "My God Can Beat Up Your
God," Ivory Towers," and "Self-Destruction." Experience the 'SEEN! (Rave
Records)
ANTi SEEN-"Psychokiller blw Heavy Mud"
(7")-More punk. noise from these Charlotte hillbillies. Side A is an abrasive tune
about serial-killer Ed Gein; side B is an old
Antiseen ditty with anew, ultra-slow arrangement-grinding grunge at its best.
(Jettison Records)
AT A VIS TIC- "vanishing Point" (LP)Sloppy, thrashy hardcore-with a tinge of
metal-from England. Grinding guitars,
brutal bass-lines, and sjJeed-of-light drumming, complemented by angry, guttural vo-

New Catholic organization
seeks members
There are several students at
Coastal Carolina College who are
interested in starting a Catholic
Organization on Campus. The
purpose of the group will be fellowship with other Catholic students that you may not already
know. It is in the planning stages
and we hope that you'll join us in
this exciting endeavor.
As a fITSt step, there will be an
organizational meeting of Tuesday, February 11, 1992at6p.m. It
is being held in the Student Center
at Coastal Carolina College. Rev.
Chet Moczydlowski, the pastor at

St. James Catholic Church in Conway will be assisting us in this
process.
If you have been looking for a
way to meet other students, but
just didn't know how, this may be
the answer. It will help you to
grow both socially and spiritually.
We are inviting all students in the
area, including Coastal, HorryGeorgetown Tech. and the North
American Institute of Aviation in
Conway.'
We hope you will take advantage of this opportunity and look
forward to seeing you there!

cals. The lyrics are of the politically left
type, and there's even a sporadic harmonica on a few of the songs for a strange
touch. (profane Existence Records)
BABES IN TOYLAND-"To Mother'"
(12" EP}-Thisall-female trio play a blend
of grunge and psychedelia~ with a bit of
Ramones-style punk rock. Unintelligible
lyrics are no matter with the wailing,
haunting vocals which punctuate the unrelenting rhythm section. Good luck finding a copy of it (Twin Tone Records)
BONGWATER-"The Power of Pussy"
(CD)-Wow! Powerful, sexual, and often surreal lyrics. Folk meets early Pink
Floyd-ish psychedelia, meets plodding
Sonic Youth-like twistedness, with luridly sexual female vocals. A bizarre
collision of ID'Jsical genres and cultural
oddities. This is
music with which
to laugh, make
love, and float
around your listening room. I can't begin to do it justice
with words, so go buy it. (Shimmy Disc
Records)
BORN AGAINST-"NinePatrioticHymns
For Children" (LP)-This is nothing like
I've ever heard before: Sabbath-esque
bass guitar work; complicated, fast-slow
rhythm structures, with sudden time
changes; gravelly vocals; and bizarre,
apocalyptic lyrics. The "patriotic" titlething is tongue-in-cheek, by the way. And
the back cover sports a reprinting of Mark
Twain's "War Prayer." (Vermiform·
Records)
FIFfEEN-"Swain's First Bike Ride"
(LP)-Good, poppy, melodic punk!
hardcore from ex-members of
Crimpshrine and Filth. Personal and
emotional lyrics border on cheeziness at
times, but the music which is fast and
well-played will keep your attention when
the lyrics don't (Lookout Records)
411(FOUR-ONE-ONE)-"This Isn't Me"
(LP)-This one's spending lots of time on
my turntable. Mid-tempo, DC-style
hardcore in the vein of early-Government
Issue meets East Bay (S.F.) type punk!
hardcore. Lyrics deal with anti-militarism, anti-censorship, anti-homophobia,
anti-religiGus fundamentalism, among
other stimulating things. Probably the
best record of 1991. (Cargo Records)
JAWBREAKER-"Unfun" (LP)-Mid-..
tempo to fast-paced melodic punk with a
hardcore feel. Songs like "Gutless" and
"Incomplete" stand out, but unfortunately,
they recorded this one without much enthusiasm. Good lyrics dealing with personal, reflective, and yet universal

I'

.'

,

themes-I liked their earlier 7"ers better.
(Shredder Records)
THE MR. T EXPERIENCE-"Sex Offender bl
w The Last Time I Listened to You" (7")MTX is a wild, pop-punk band with cool and
funny lyrics about nothing in particular. The
theme here is fun. Side A is a pre-Top 40
Blondie cover song, and side B is a weird,
swinging, '50s-type rock tune that's indescribably catchy. (Vital Music Records)
NAUSEA-"Cybergod blw Body of Christ"
(7")-Abusive, driving, thrashy metal-punk
from NYC; perhaps a reflection of their surroundings? The lyrics deal with the manipulation and hypocrisy of organized religion. Harsh
music for a harsher world. (Allied Recordings)
NIRV ANA-"Nevermind" (LP)-Besides the
opening smash-hit, "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
and a couple of others, this album wasn't so
hot Definitely over-rated. Much of it was
lack-luster, soft and plodding rock, played as if
the band was bored as hell. At least now that
they're popular, their early stuff will be easy to
fmd. (Sub-Pop Records)
NO:MEANSNO-"Liveand Cuddly" (LPx2)A double album that documents a show recorded live in Finland during their '90- '91
European tour. This dynamic band's influences
include: early punk (Ramones-type stufD,
hardcore, funk, and experimental, complex,
jazz-like stuff. The sound quality here is great
fora punk record, and I don' tknow of any band
this tight Defmitely a record for people who
want to go on a roller-coaster ride with their
music, not for those who want background
music when Aunt Tillie is visiting. (Alternative Tentacles Records)
NOMEANSNO-"O+ 2=1" (LP)-Yet another
studio album from this Vancouver, BC trio,
their seventh to date. Reminiscent of their '87'88 stuff, this LP shows off dexterous drums,
energetic and funky bass lines, punk7as-hell
guitar work, and more of the usual bizarre
lyrics. "Everyday I Start to Ooze" is a classic.
(Alternative Tentacles Records)
NO:MEANSNO-"Oh, Canaduh blw New Age"
(7")-Two brothers and another guy not named
Bob make up NMN. This single is a tribute to
two early Vancouver, BC punk bands, the
Subhumans (not the UK band of the same
name) andD.O.A., as the songs here are covers
by said bands. All profits go to the Prisoner's
Rights Group, a group who has for years
championed the rights of individual prisoners
and fought against the injustices of the Penal
System in Canaduh. (Allied Recordings)
TIT WRENCH-"Twelve Swinging Inches"
(LP)-Take a few bored people from California, a drum machine, sampled noise, a punkguitar sound, and snarling vocals-and then
you have Tit Wrench! Industrial madness at its
best-punk rock meets ultra-fast dance music.
Move over Tiffany! (Vinyl Communications)

..., ,
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liThe real character of a man is found out
by his amusements."

Cfiantic{eer

--Sir Joshua Reynolds

Bunny World Revi ited /
WillO l'M SPOT. 'JUS1 R[CfNltY I
RH~[o ~'( CDMlt STR\P "BON~'{

WOn] REVISITED': ALREAD'I, "I
HAVE R£CIEVED A flW C~PLAIt.lTS.

IF 1 MA~J
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tONC.ERN •••
[)OR SIR, 't fouND YOOr{ CARTOON
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Josh & Jenn's Flick Pick /
,

Claire Is quick to accept Peyton's appearance as a devoted and responsible mother's
helper.

This column begins the first in a series
of six movie reviews for the semester. In
this issue, we will be reviewing "The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle," directed by Curtis
Hansen.
The film begins with a look into the
idyllic world of Claire and Michael Bartel
(Annabella Sciorra and Matt McCoy). A
world that begins to deteriorate when Peyton
Flanders (Rebecca DeMornay) comes to
reside in their home as the i.deal nanny,
caring for the Bartel's two children. However, Peyton's motives reveal an evil, manipulative, and carefully calculating side
that sends Claire through a vengeful cycle of
psychological and physical torment
JS: To begin with. Jenn, why don't we
discuss the plot? What did you think?
JO: Well, Josh, it's obviously an overused
storyline. How many ways can a nanny go
nuts?
JS: You're exactly right, and consequently,
it makes for a very predictable plot. However, the circumstances that brought Peyton
to the Bartel's home gave the film a unique
twist.

JO: Definitely! On the whole, the storyline
worked, but there were a few things that I
had a problem with.
JS: Like what?
JO: Well, for example. after her nearly fatal
asthma attack, Claire never questioned why
all her asthma pump were empty. How
could they be so naive?
JS: Yeah,IknowifIhada thmathat ever,
I'd ure as hell know how much medication
I had left
JO: Exactly, but despite flaw like that,
there were some gripping performance .
JS: You're certainly right, Jennifer. Rebecca DeMomay proved she's come a long
way since her role as the prostitute in "Ris y
Business."
10: Yes, her portrayal of a psychotic nanny
rivaled Kathy Bates Oscar winning performance in "Misery."
JS: Ernie Hudson. who played the Bartel'S
hired handyman, de erves recognition as
well. His ability to depict a mentally disabled adult should be commended.
JO: While we're admiring key perfonnances,
let's not forget Anabella Sciorra and
Madeline Zima, who played Emma Bartel.
They were very bclievaole overall. I think
the casting was superb.
JS: I agree. The actor's performances
definitely enhanced the predictable plot.. In
my opinion, "The Hand That Rocks the
Cradle" is no "Fatal Attraction," but I'd
recommend it
JO: Me too. The mental anguish inflicted on
the Barters, particularly Claire. isn't something I'd like to experience, but that's what
the movie are for. I'd recommend it for it's
psychological drama.
Look in the upcoming issue for our
review of "Grand Canyon," directed by
Lawrence Kadsen.

When Peyton Flanders (Rebecca De Momay. righ) 'nsinuate
Claire Bartel's (Annabel a Sciorra. left) happy ami y. s e u
a e overstays her welcome and before long no one is sa e from er hidden agen a .
OPE
MONDAY-SAlURDAY
'TILL :00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY

"The Loo E er one Lo

"

Hwy. 544 Myrtle Ridge hopping Cent r
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

Coa tal tuden

hair

e er d

Thank you for your 1Jat~onagel

al -in

elcom.
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"They are able because they think
they are able, -Vergil
II

Super Bowl Sunday

Super Bowl Sunday in the Student Center was a rip roaring affair. Redskin and Bills fans watched, ate, and
threatened one another as the game drew to its final conclusion. Redskins 37, Bills 24. Pictured above is another
touchdown for the Redskins. (photo by Micael Wallick)

February 6
at Charleston
Southern 7:30 p.m.
February 8
TENNESSEE·
TEMPLE 5:00 p.m.
February 10 WINTHROP
7:30p.m.
February 13 at Davidson
7:30 p.m.
February 17 CQLLEGE of
CHARLESTON 7:30
February 22 at Winthrop
7:30 p.m.
February 24 CHARLESTON
SOUTHERN 7:30 p.m.
February 27 LIBERTY
7:30p.m.
February 29 at Campbell
7:30p.m.
March 5
at Big South
Tournament
March 6
at Big South
Tournament
March 7
at Big South
Tournament
*Home games in BOLD

Intramural Update/ submitted by intramural office
The five on five basketball season has begun.
There are a total of 17 teams competing in the league.
SPRING 1992
The season will run through Feb. 24 and the finals
being held Feb. 26. There will be a slam dunk contest
SPORT
CAPTAINS'
ENTRY
PLAY
at half time during the finals. All games are held in
DUE
MEETING
BEGINS
the small gym. Come out and support your favorite
team.
5 ON 5 BASKETBALL
JANUARY 27
JANUARY 29
JANUARY 28
The intramural office is now accepting entries
for a walleyball league. Entries are due Feb. 10.
HOT SHOT/3 POINT
JANUARY 29
JANUARY 29
JANUARY 29
There will be a mandatory captains' meeting on
Tuesday, Feb. 18 at 3:30 in room 103 in Williams
RACQUETBALL
FEBRUARY 3
FEBRUARY 4
FEBRUARY 5
Brice.
Entries for inner-tube water polo, a new intramuBOWLING
FEBRUARY 3
FEBRUARY 4
FEBRUARY 5
ral sport, will be accepted up until Feb. 10. There will
be a meeting for all captains Feb. 11. If you are
WALLEYBALL
FEBRUARY 11
FEBRUARY 10
FEBRUARY 12
interested in participating in this new and exciting
sport stop by the Intramural Office and pick up a
WATER POLO
FEBRUARY 17
FEBRUARY 18
FEBRUARY 19
roster.
Aerobics are being held every Monday and
FRISBEE GOLF PAR 3 FEBRUARY 24
FEBRUARY 25
FEBRUARY 26
Wednesday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Tuesday and
Thursday from 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. in the dance studio
SOFTBALL
MARCH 2
MARCH 3
MARCH 16
of Williams Brice. It's not too late to get involved in
racquetball or bowling. For more information about
TENNIS
MARCH 23
MARCH 24
MARCH 25
upcoming intramural activities stop by the intramural
offices in WBAX 1, or call 349-2830. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Homeco
Voting:

Wednesday and Thur day Februar
6
from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. at the Student Center and Libra
Homecoming Rehear a : Februar 6 in g m a 7

Pep al : February 7
Banner Co tes.: February 7 at 8 p.m.

on g m

(If interested in the balln~r conte t, pick up application in Student Acti itie Office from Dawn

HOMECO I G:

Gatne Februar 8 at 5 p.m. ·
king and queen announced a halftime.
"

HOMEC~
af

Sea Mi t e
February 8 from 8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a. .

D.J. - Bridg r
Giant tailgate party a
(downstairs ballroom)!

FREE: Admi io
HOls'doevfi
oda

Co h

r

illiam.

m

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINOiS PIZZA
CALL US!
IIyrUe Beech

~~~~

626-7666
1706 S. Kirvs HwJ.

IIyrUe Beech

449-2469 ~~~I
5221 N.1Qrvs Hwy.

=_

N.1IyrUe Buch

249-8181

Hwy 17 SouII -

SCI Hwy

248-3646

1223161h~~

Ilam - I am Sun-Thurs
Ilam - 2 am Frl & Sat
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Sunglass Sale

(with this coupon)
Serengeti
Bucci
Bolle
Ray Ban
ReVO(nylon only)

Suncloud
Gargoyle
All others

300/0 off

25% off
25% off
20% off
20% off
20 % off
200/0 off
15% off

10. Start saving early for your retirement fund.
9. You don't have to drive to work and worry about parking.
8. A good resume filler.
7. Dear Abby ain't got nothin' on us.
6. Pre-planned weekends guaranteed.
5. You always know where the best parties are.
4. Everyone knows your name, even if they never call you by it.
3. You're never lonely----someone is always knocking at your door.
2. Free T-shirts, even if you wouldn't wear them in public.
1. Why ask why?

The Eyewear
House
•

WaccBIIlaw Outlet
Mall III
236-6061
Not vaHd with any other
promotions,
expires 2/9/92

--

Applications available at the Residence Life Office, A-I06.
APPLICATIONS DUE FEBRUARY 17

